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ABSTRACT 

Machine Learning is all about performing 
some tasks without a Human , on the basics of 
the own intelligence of the Machine . Near 
About all the fields of Engineering and 
Technology , Machine Learning is giving 
contribution like saving the cost of labours , 
improving quality over quantity.

The fundamental idea of Machine Learning is 
to develop program in such a way so that 
computers can learn form the given resources 
and can take decisions from it’s own 
intelligence . Here Learning represents that by 
the use of various statistical techniques we are 
improving the accuracy and quality of the 
decision. 

Data Analytics is a part of Machine Learning in 
which Machines learns from the Data and 
predict some important insights for the 
Business . This is called as ‘Predictive 
Analytics’ in the Industry.

The idea of Machine Learning generated by 
Arthur Samuel in early 1959.

This project is to predict the House Value of 
Houses in California’s state . It includes the 
information and raw data about the houses like 
- longitude ,latitude , number of rooms etc .

 INTRODUCTION 

There  are  various  applications  of  Machine 
Learning :

Data Mining : Anomaly detection 

Classification and Grouping , Future 

Predictions. 

Image Processing : Insta image tagging , AI 

cars (self-driving) , Finger Print or Face 

recognition. 

Text Analysis : Spam Filters , NLP 

(Sentimental Analysis). 
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Types of Machine Learning : 

1 . Supervised learning - 

When the Labels are present in our Data 
Supervised Learning comes into use . 
Supervised Learning Algorithms try to make 
correlation and dependencies between input 
variables and Output variables respectively 
called ‘Features’ and ‘Labels’ and on the basics 
of these correlations , Algorithms learns from 
the Data .

2 . Unsupervised Learning - 

When the Un Labeled Data is Present where 
we can’t measure correlations or dependencies 
in Data directly, Unsupervised Learning comes 
into use. Unsupervised Learning Algorithms 
learns patterns in the Data . These Algorithms 
are very useful when Humans can’t understand 
the predictors in the Data.

3 . Semi-supervised Learning - 

Semisupervised Learning is a combinations of 
Supervised Learning and Unsupervised 
Learning . Many times the cost of Label can be 
high . Semi-supervised learning can be done by 
only experienced Data Scientist or a skilled 
Data Analyst.

Approach &Techniques 

Supervised Learning ( Regression ) - 

When the Data is Contiguous in nature we will 
use Regression Algorithms :
for  example  :  We are  predicting  Salary  of  a 
person depend on his previous experience.

 1 - Linear Regression  
 2 - Multiple Regression  
 3 - Polynomial Regression    
 4 - Decision Tree Regression    
 5 - Random Forest Regression   
 6 - Support Vector Regression 

Supervised Learning ( Classification ) 
-

\When the Data is Categorical in nature we will 
use Classifications Algorithms :
for example : We are predicting that what is 
the sex ratio in the town so there are two 
categories : Girl or Boy . So this a problem of 
classification.

 1 - Logistic Regression  
 2 - K-Nearest Neighbours (K-NN)   
 3 - Support Vector Machine    
 4 - Naive Bayes    
 5 - Decision Tree Classification   
 6 - Random Forest Classification 
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Dimensionality Reduction: 

“Dimensionality Reduction is the process of 
removing unwanted features from our Data.”

For example :
We want to predict the salary of a employee of 
an organisation , the salary is dependent on his 
experience, education , projects not on father 
name , mother name and phone number so we 
will remove those features so that the accuracy 
of our model will be better.

 1.Backward elimination  
 2.Forward elimination  
 3.PCA ( Principal Component   
  Analysis ) 

Un-Supervised Learning :

Unsupervised Learning Algorithms learns 
patterns in the Data . 

 K-Means Clustering 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

California House’s Price Prediction 
(ML) : 

This project is to predict the House Value of 
Houses in California’s state . It includes the 
information and raw data about the houses like 
- longitude ,latitude , number of rooms etc . 

This model can predict housing prices in 
California's different districts. We explored the 
data using advanced visualisation techniques . 

We applied DECISION TREE and 
RANDOM FOREST techniques for the 
predictions and had an accuracy of 80 % in our 
model . 

Sample of our Data Set :

    figure - 1

1.It is a 'Regression' problem because the 
label 'median_house_value' is continuous .  
2.We will apply all types of regression and 
predict the median_house_value .  
3.We will compare which type of 
regression is best for this prediction . 

CONCLUSION 

We can see that by the use of Random forest 
regression we are getting an accuracy of 79 % . 
Hence ' RANDOM FOREST ' could be the 
best model because of low mean squred error . 

Performance of Models :

 
           figure - 2 
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